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Clean Up Australia Day
Clean up Australia Day was a great success at
Jawbone Reserve this year. Over 130 volunteers
collected more than 1 tonne of litter from Maddox Road
to Jawbone Beach.

JMSCG

Many thanks to our event organisers:
Peter (FOWW) at Paisley-Challis Wetlands with
32 volunteers collecting 36 bags of litter.
David (JMSCG) at Jawbone Beach with 28
volunteers collecting 28 bags of litter.

T

Nicko (Scab Duty) at Wader Beach with 3016
Beach Patrol and over 67 volunteers collecting
over 1 tonne of litter! A special thanks goes to
Erin from the Sea Shepherd Marine Debris
Campaign for bringing along so many volunteers
to help at Wader Beach.

Nicko, Erin and friends at Wader Beach
This project is funded through the Victorian Government's Litter Hotspots Program.
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Conducting surveys to gather more evidence on litter sources and impacts on
marine life
Update from Peter (FOWW)
Marilyn, Karen and myself carried out the March
survey at Wader Beach last week following strong
southerly and south-westerly winds. We completed
the surveys at our three quadrats and the two new
transects. In general the March counts were lower
than the February counts and may indicate that the
CUAD event earlier in March was successful at this
part of Wader Beach.
As before the most common items were small
pieces of plastic.
Karen won the prize for the most interesting find
(not in a quadrat or transect) a $10 note!

Peter and
Karen
monitoring
the middle
quadrats.

Saltmarsh plants are overgrowing
the eastern quadrats.

Investigating waterways and drainage systems that may transport litter into the
Bay and onto Wader Beach.
Update from Nick (JMSCG/FOWW)
We have started to investigate the
gross pollutant traps around Jawbone
Reserve. Our aim is to photograph and
record levels of litter in all 24 traps over
the next few months as well as
checking the outlets into the nearest
waterway. Our first litter trap was just
north of the Aboretum and while it didn’t
appear to be full of litter, there had
been a significant amount washed out
at the partially blocked outlet.

The outlet to the
Arboretum lake
after heavy rain.

Ian and Nick
check out the
Gross Pollutant
Trap near the
Arboretum

HBCC
promptly
cleaned up the
area and
removed the
reeds that were
blocking the
drain.
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Raising awareness in the local community of the impacts of litter and what they can
do to help.
Update from Marilyn.
Our litter reporters (Sylvia, Jill, Marise and Philippa) have begun
their task and have raised all sorts of interesting suggestions
about how we can use this information to raise the awareness
of the litter problem in our area. We will continue to adapt and
refine our methodology for the next few months, for example, a
huge number of cigarette butts on the ground at Newport
station looks like a lot of litter , but as they are so small, they
would only fill one bucket and so get a Victorian Litter Action
Alliance rating of 2. We are in conversation with VLAA to adapt
the rating tools based on the next few months of hotspot reporting.
We are keen to engage more litter reporters, so if you have a
favorite spot that needs more care, please contact us at
waderbeach@gmail.com

Keeping an eye on the
litter and fishing line
bins next to the Yarra.

Strengthening partnerships and identifying responsibilities for reducing litter
into the future.
Team Leader: Nicko Lunardi
One of our key objectives is to reduce waste,
starting with the easy-to-avoid single use plastics.
Last month HBCC released a news item about their
Say no to Plastic Bags campaign. Read more
about it at
http://www.hobsonsbay.vic.gov.au/EnvironmentWaste/Waste-Recycling/Recycling-initiatives/SayNo-to-Plastic-Bags

Last year we screened the
Baykeeper DVD at
Conversations for the Curious.
They have been working with
us by spreading the word on
reducing wastes and
recycling.

Next month we will be having a conversation about
single use plastic with Conversations for the
Curious, a community group that meets regularly to
discuss topical issues at The Corner, Seniors
Building, Melbourne Road, Williamstown. C4C
members are a great source of ideas for reducing
wastes, having been around before the single use
plastic era!
Check out what’s happing on a state-wide level at
https://www.facebook.com/PlasticBagFreeVictoria/
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Please come and help us!
Wader Beach project team
The Wader Beach project team meets regularly to ensure that the overall
project is progressing well and to manage any changes in our tasks. We
welcome any of our volunteers to join our project team.
Current members of the Wader Beach project team are:
Marilyn Olliff (FOWW) Project coordinator and team leader for
- Lorem Ipsum
community awareness-raising.
Nicko Lunardi (Scab Duty) Events Manager
Peter Smith (FOWW) Team leader for litter surveys and impact
investigations
Nick Olliff (FOWW/JMSCG) Team leader waterway investigations
Ian Rae (FOWW President)
David Speller (JMSCG President)
If you would like to join the project team, please contact us at
waderbeach@gmail.com

Follow us on facebook:

www.facebook.com/FOWWInc

One of the tiny animals we are
trying to help through our litter
hotspots project.
This species of crab, the Soldier
Crab, Mictyris longicarpus
Can readily be seen on many of
our local beaches in the more
secluded areas. They come out of
their holes in the sand at low tide
and scurry around looking for food.
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